EPSU Circular LC N°7 (2016)
To the members of the Standing Committee on Local and Regional Government

REF. CJjp
Contact person: Jessica PRAIRIAL
Brussels, 21 March 2016

EPSU – CEMR Project
New forms of service delivery for municipalities, the contribution of social dialogue and good practice for well-being at work
3rd Seminar: "Recruitment of young workers and retention of older workers, developing new skills and life-long learning"
April 13 – 2016, ITUH (Room B)
Boulevard Roi Albert II 5, Brussels, 1210, Belgium

Dear Colleagues,

You are invited to participate to the third seminar of our project: “new forms of service delivery for municipalities, the contribution of social dialogue and good practice for well-being at work” that focuses on the recruitment of young workers and retention of older workers, developing new skills and life-long learning.

Please see attached the draft agenda and list of questions to guide the discussions. These questions are being addressed by the project researcher, Jane Lethbridge PSIRU who will prepare a report on this subject (based also on the discussion in the seminar).

Please also find enclosed also a practical fiche with all you have to know about travel, accommodation, reimbursement, languages, etc. for this seminar. Please note that for this seminar, the project reimburse 140€ for one night, please check the price before booking. We enclose a short list of hotels (ETUC special rates).

Yours sincerely,

Jan Willem GOUDRIAAN
EPSU General Secretary

List of Enclosures to be found at http://www.epsu.org/a/12058 (members only area - if necessary click the refresh button ! username: Municipal, password: Workplaces)

- Participation form
- List of hotels
- Practical details
- Draft Agenda
- Draft Report PSIRU